Christ Mind Psychology  
Reuniting with the Presence Affirmations

BY DR. PAUL LEON MASTERS

Repeat the following Inner Synthesis Affirmations to yourself at least once daily, preferably spoken, if possible. After speaking or thinking each affirmation—close your eyes momentarily and feel that the reality of the Affirmation is traveling into every level of your mind while merging and synthesizing with the center—THE PRESENCE, UNIVERSAL MIND OR GOD WITHIN YOU.

The following Self Programming Universal Mind Synthesis Affirmations Are Based On A Christ Mind Spiritual Psychology Lecture On:

"FROM EGO TO GOD CONSCIOUSNESS"

NOT... "I AM NOT my Social Security Number, Drivers License, Credit Cards, Political Party Affiliate, of any earthly country in the physical dimension."

NOT... "I AM NOT the ILLUSIONS of TIME, SPACE, nor any physical measurement."

NOT... "I AM NOT human, animal, nor mineral."

NOT... "I AM NOT a human man, or woman."

NOT... "I AM NOT of any race or combination of a race of people."

NOT... "I AM NOT human thought, human feelings or human beingness."

I AM LIGHT... "I AM UNIVERSAL LIGHT BODY ENERGY, containing ALL THINGS while WITHIN ALL EXISTENCE."

I AM TIMELESS... "I AM TIMELESS without beginning or ending."

I AM... "I AM SIMULTANEOUSLY in ALL – beyond ALL – as ALL."

ILLUSIONS AND REALITY... "I AM ALL that SEEMS to be – and ALL that REALLY IS."

I AM... "I AM PURE CONSCIOUSNESS, PURE MIND, PURE SPIRIT."

MEDITATION... "Through my daily practice of MEDITATION I REAWAKEN to the ETERNAL REALITY of my ULTIMATE CHRIST SELFHOOD in GOD."
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